Coupled response of stomatal and mesophyll conductance to light enhances photosynthesis of shade leaves under sunflecks.
Light gradients within tree canopies play a major role in the distribution of plant resources that define the photosynthetic capacity of sun and shade leaves. However, the biochemical and diffusional constraints on gas exchange in sun and shade leaves in response to light remain poorly quantified, but critical for predicting canopy carbon and water exchange. To investigate the CO2 diffusion pathway of sun and shade leaves, leaf gas exchange was coupled with concurrent measurements of carbon isotope discrimination to measure net leaf photosynthesis (An ), stomatal conductance (gs ) and mesophyll conductance (gm ) in Eucalyptus tereticornis trees grown in climate controlled whole-tree chambers. Compared to sun leaves, shade leaves had lower An , gm , leaf nitrogen and photosynthetic capacity (Amax ) but gs was similar. When light intensity was temporarily increased for shade leaves to match that of sun leaves, both gs and gm increased, and An increased to values greater than sun leaves. We show that dynamic physiological responses of shade leaves to altered light environments have implications for up-scaling leaf level measurements and predicting whole canopy carbon gain. Despite exhibiting reduced photosynthetic capacity, the rapid up-regulation of gm with increased light enables shade leaves to respond quickly to sunflecks.